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Grid-forming control is a promising solution for renewable power integration.
This work presents a variable pairing scheme for the voltage controller of V/f
controlled modular multilevel converter in an islanded network with a
synchronous machine, which is a special type of grid-forming control. Based
on the concept of the relative gain array (RGA), it is found that the RGA can be
derived using steady-state sensitivity analysis. Then, the steady-state
characteristics of the typical electrical components in the islanded network
are considered, and the analytical expression for calculating the RGA is
derived. Based on a typical system, a variable pairing scheme is then
suggested using the calculated RGA elements. The time-domain simulations
are conducted using PSCAD/EMTDC, and the results verify the feasibility and
advantages of the suggested variable pairing scheme.
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1 Introduction

The need for carbon neutralization is rapidly driving transition from non-renewable to
renewable energy utilization (Abbott, 2010). The bottleneck with utilizing renewable energy
depends on large-scale exploitation and wide-area allocation (Blaabjerg et al., 2023). As
predicted, the renewable power capacity in China is expected to increase to approximately
1070 GW during 2022–2027, and 90% of this is in the form of wind power and
photovoltaics (PVs) (IEA, 2022). The large-scale renewable energy bases are mainly
distributed in the north and west regions of China, and high-voltage direct current
(HVDC) is expected to play a crucial role in transmitting the generated renewable
energy to the load center in the eastern part of China (Rao et al., 2019).

With the increase in converter-interfaced power sources, load centers are facing
serious security and stability issues as the proportion of synchronous machine sources
has decreased. The first issue is the weak grid integration of HVDC stations (Yang et al.,
2018); one possible solution to this issue is the use of the voltage-source converters
(VSCs) that can operate in weak or even passive systems without commutation failure
risks (Yazdani and Iravani, 2010; Zhou et al., 2014). Modular multilevel converters
(MMCs) are considered as the most promising VSC topology (Debnath et al., 2015;
Xiao et al., 2024a) and have been successfully implemented in many bulk-power HVDC
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projects (Xu et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2022). The second issue is the
deterioration of inertia, voltage, and frequency support; a
possible solution to this issue is the use of grid-forming
converters (Rosso et al., 2021; Xiao et al., 2024b). With proper
grid-forming control, these converters can mimic the dynamics
of the conventional synchronous generator, including the
damping, inertia, voltage support, and frequency regulation
characteristics (Beck and Hesse, 2007; Zhong and Weiss, 2011;
Xiong et al., 2016a).

The technological evolution of grid-forming control has
roughly experienced the following stages. Initially, droop
control was proposed for load sharing (De Brabandere et al.,
2007); then, the concept of a virtual synchronous generator was
proposed for inertia emulation (Beck and Hesse, 2007). Power
synchronization control was introduced to realize stable
operation of converters in weak grids (Zhang et al., 2010). The
design of grid-forming control is not as physically constrained as
that of the synchronous generator and has greater flexibility.
Thus, large amounts of research are still being conducted with the
aim of improving the performances of grid-forming control
schemes for the following aspects: synchronization stability,
fault ride-through, and transition between control modes
(Rosso et al., 2021). Pan et al. (2020) proved the equivalence
of the above typical grid-forming control schemes. Droop control
can be simplified to V/f control by setting the droop coefficient to
0, and V/f control is essentially a special type of grid-forming
control (Yazdani, 2008). In MMC-HVDC projects, the grid-
forming MMCs play important roles in islanded network
connection scenarios, such as passive load supply and offshore
wind-farm integration (Xiong et al., 2016b; Vidal-Albalate et al.,
2016). Theoretically, grid-forming MMCs provide voltage and
frequency support for islanded networks, acting as the “slack bus”
or “PV bus.” Hence, grid-forming MMCs can also be connected
to islanded networks with local synchronous machines. A typical
scenario of this type is an offshore island power system supplied
with parallel AC and DC links; when the AC link trips, the
offshore island power system can continue operating if the MMC
is switched to the grid-forming mode (Liu et al., 2015).

Compared to a synchronous generator, the overcurrent
capability of an MMC is limited. The maximum overcurrent
capability of the MMC-HVDC is usually set to 1.2 p.u. as
insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) with a rated current of
more than 3 kA are extremely expensive and are not widely used in
MMC-HVDC projects. To protect the MMCs from overcurrents,
grid-forming control always comprises an outer voltage loop and an
inner current loop in practical MMC-HVDC projects (Guan and
Xu, 2012). The inner current loop is the same as that in the
conventional vector current control scheme and is cascaded with
the outer voltage loop.

For the grid-forming MMC in an islanded network with a
synchronous machine, determining the input–output pairing
scheme of the outer voltage loop is an important concern.
Most grid-forming MMC-HVDC projects directly adopt the
default input–output pairing scheme, where the d-axis and
q-axis voltage loops generate the d-axis and q-axis current
references, respectively. Although this scheme has been proven
to be effective in practical MMC-HVDC projects, it remains
unclear whether there exist other reasonable input–output

pairing schemes or whether the extant scheme is optimal. To
solve these problems, the main focus and contributions of this
work considering V/f control are as follows:

(1) The variables for the input–output pairing of the voltage
controller in the grid-forming MMC were clarified, and the
calculation method for the index matrix of the input–output
pairing scheme is proposed. With the proposed method, the
complex derivation of the state-space model can be avoided
via steady-state sensitivity analysis.

(2) Based on steady-state sensitivity analysis, the recommended
input–output pairing scheme of the voltage controller in the
grid-forming MMC is proposed. The advantages of the
recommended pairing scheme are examined through time-
domain simulations.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces some basic information, such as the topology and
mathematical model of the grid-forming MMC. Section 3
describes the necessity and principle of variable pairing. Section 4
describes the detailed calculation method of the index matrix for
variable pairing. Section 5 presents some case studies conducted on
the basis of a typical system. Section 6 presents the conclusions
of this work.

2 Basics of the grid-forming MMC

Supplementary Figure S1 illustrates the typical topology of an
MMC that comprises three phase units, and each phase unit is
composed of an upper arm and a lower arm. Each arm contains N
cascaded submodules (SMs) and an arm inductance. According to
Kirchhoff’s theorem, the mathematical model of phase k (=a, b, c)
can be written as Eq. (1):

va + L0
dipk
dt

+ upk � Udc

2

va − L0
dink
dt

− unk � −Udc

2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (1)

Rewriting Eq. (1) with the common- and differential-mode
components in phase k results in Eq. (2):

L0

2
dik
dt

� udiffk − vk

L0
dicirk
dt

� Udc

2
− ucomk

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ , (2)

where

udiffk � 1
2 (unk − upk), ucomk � 1

2 (unk + upk)
icirk � 1

2 (ink + ipk)
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ . (3)

According to the differential-mode model, the equivalent circuit
of a grid-forming MMC station connected to an islanded network
with a synchronous machine can be generalized as shown in
Supplementary Figure S2, where the connected AC network is
represented by its Thevenin equivalent circuit (Zhang et al.,
2016). In Supplementary Figure S2, E∠δ and Zs (=Rs + jXs) are
the Thevenin equivalent voltage and impedance of the connected
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AC network, respectively. The voltage at the point of common
coupling (PCC) is denoted as U∠0; and (Ps + jQs) indicates the
output power of the MMC station. The transformer leakage
inductance is given by LT.

The blocks of the conventional grid-forming control scheme
in the dq reference frame are shown in Supplementary Figure S3.
The phase angle signal θ for the abc-dq reference frame transform
is generated using the phase angle generator in Supplementary
Figure S3A via V/f control or the power synchronization loop
(PSL) in power synchronization control; here, ω0 is the rated
angular frequency, while TJ and DJ are the time constant and
damping coefficient of the PSL, respectively. The
proportional–integral controller is denoted as PI. Furthermore,
ud and uq are the d- and q-axis components of the PCC voltage
while id and iq are the d- and q-axis components of the MMC
output current in the dq reference frame, respectively. The
superscript “*” indicates the reference signals; udiffd* and
udiffq* are the reference signals of the d- and q-axis components
of the MMC differential-mode voltage.

The voltage controller in Supplementary Figure S3B generates
i*d and i*q, which are also the inputs to the current controller.
The current controller in Supplementary Figure S3C generates
udiffd* and udiffq* , and L is equal to the sum of LT and L0/2. In PI
controllers, the d- and q-axis components can accurately track
their references in steady state. If the time delays in the controllers
are neglected, udiffd* and udiffq* can be treated as the d- and q-axis
components (udiffd and udiffq) of the MMC differential-mode
voltage. By regulating udiffd and udiffq, the target of grid-forming
control can be achieved.

From Supplementary Figure S3, it is seen that V/f control is a
special type of grid-forming control; given the basic voltage and
current controllers, it has the most fundamental characteristic of
grid-forming control, i.e., the voltage source behavior. Its
difference with other types of control is that the phase angle is
obtained by integrating the fixed angular frequency rather than
through the droop regulator or PSL. In fact, when the droop
coefficient is set to 0 or Tj is considered to be infinity, the droop
control and power synchronization control will degenerate into
V/f control.

3 Variable pairing for the voltage
controller of grid-forming MMC

3.1 Necessity of input–output pairing in the
outer loop

As a special type of grid-forming control, the block diagram of
the V/f-controlled MMC station is illustrated in Supplementary
Figure S4, where the connected AC system is labeled as Ggrid(s).
Moreover, the voltage controller of the grid-forming MMC adopts
the widely used default u*d − i*d and u*q − i*q pairing scheme (Scheme
1) shown in Supplementary Figure S4. In the most common passive
load supply scenario, there are two typical cases: (1) purely resistive
load supply and (2) purely inductive load supply. Passive loads with
other power factors are situated between these two cases. The
following analysis aims to qualitatively explain the small-
disturbance stability of Scheme 1.

Scheme 1 is stable with a small disturbance. Suppose that this
system is already operating in a steady state. When there is a small
increase in u*d, the d-axis current reference i

*
d increases due to the

voltage controller, leading to increase in id. For a resistive load, the
increase in idmeans increase in the load current, causing an increase
in the d-axis component ud of the PCC voltage.

For an inductive load, the increase in id causes an increase in uq
because of the inductive load characteristics. Subsequently, under
regulation by the voltage controller, the q-axis current reference i*q
decreases, causing a decrease in iq. Consequently, there is an increase
in the d-axis component ud of the PCC voltage by the inductive load
characteristics.

The aforementioned two processes are plotted in Supplementary
Figure S5A,B, where the blue and red arrows respectively indicate
the changes in the reference voltage and response characteristics.
However, when there is a synchronous machine in the islanded
network, the physical meaning of Scheme 1 is not intuitive.
Considering the example of Supplementary Figure S2, the output
active and reactive powers of the MMC station can be calculated as
in Eq. (4):

Ps � U2

Zs| | cos α − UE

Zs| | cos δ − α( )

Qs � U2

Zs| | sin α + UE

Zs| | sin α δ − α( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ , (4)

where α is the impedance angle of Zs. It is noted that α is usually close
to π/2, so it can be concluded that the active power is closely related
to the voltage phase angle difference between the PCC and Thevenin
equivalent voltages and that the reactive power is closely related to
the PCC voltage magnitude. Considering that the steady-state phase
angle of the PCC voltage is 0, the voltage phase angle difference and
PCC voltage magnitude are dominated by the q- and d-axis
components of the PCC voltage, respectively.

The output active and reactive powers of the MMC station can
be also calculated using the d- and q-axis components of the PCC
voltage and current as in Eq. (5):

Ps � udid + uqiq
Qs � −udiq + uqid

{ . (5)

Since ud and uq are approximately 1.0 p.u. and 0 p.u.,
respectively, the output active and reactive powers are dominated
by the d- and q-axis components of the MMC output current. The
above analysis indicates that the u*d − i*q pairing scheme would be
more reasonable than the default u*d − i*d pairing scheme since the
MMC station output reactive power is dominated by ud and iq. The
effect of id in the reactive power control is not as significant as that of
iq. Similarly, the u*q − i*d pairing scheme would be more reasonable
than the default u*q − i*q scheme. For simplicity, the u*d − i*q and u*q −
i*d pairing scheme for the voltage controller is denoted as Scheme 2.

3.2 Input–output pairing method for the
outer loop

Based on Supplementary Figure S4, the block diagram of
variable pairing for the voltage controller is outlined in
Supplementary Figure S6, where the connected AC system,
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voltage controller, and MMC station plus current controller are
labeled as Ggrid(s), Gv(s), and GMMC(s), respectively. It is noted that
the aim of the voltage controller is to make ud (uq) track its reference
u*d (u

*
q) and that the variable pairing for the voltage controller Gv(s)

essentially helps determine the pairing scheme between the input
(ud, uq) and output (i*d, i

*
q).

This work aims to determine the variable pairing scheme based
on concept of the relative gain array (RGA) (Bristol, 1966). The RGA
relies on calculating the coupling degree between the input and
output of the system’s remaining part, except for the controller
whose variables are to be paired. Here, the system’s remaining part
includes the connected AC system and MMC station plus current
controller, which is denoted as G(s) in Supplementary Figure S6.
G(s) is a typical two-input two-output system, and the relative gain
between the jth input and ith output (element in row i and column j
of the RGA Λ) of G(s) is defined as Eq. (6):

λij ≜
gij

ĝij

�
∂youti
∂uinj

( )
Δuink�0 k≠j( )

∂youti
∂uinj

( )
Δyouti�0 i≠j( )

, (6)

where uin_j and yout_i are the jth input and ith output of system G(s);
the numerator is the open-loop gain when all other loops are open,
and the denominator is the open-loop gain when all other loops are
closed with perfect control.

The variable paring can be selected on the basis of the RGA
according to the following criteria: (1) when λij is closer to 1, uin_j
and yout_i are paired better; (2) when λij is between 0.8 and 1.2, then
uin_j and yout_i form a suitable pair, but λij beyond this range does not
necessarily mean an infeasible pair. However, the RGA does not
provide any information on the stability of the system. The RGA Λ
can be calculated as

Λ � G 0( ).p G 0( )−1( )T, (7)
where G(0) is defined as G(s)|s = 0; the operation “.*” indicates the
Hadamard product; G(0)−1 is the inverse matrix of G(0); and the
superscript “T ” is the matrix transpose.

4 Calculation of RGA for V/f-controlled
MMC in an islanded network with a
synchronous machine

A multi-input multi-output system can be linearized for a
specified working point and generalized in its state-space
form as

dΔx
dt

� AΔx + BΔu

Δy � CΔx +DΔu

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ , (8)

where x is the set of state variables; y and u are the sets of outputs and
inputs; Δ is a small disturbance; and A, B, C, and D are the
coefficient matrices. Therefore, the transfer function between Δu
and Δy can be derived as

Δy � G s( )Δu
G s( ) � C sI − A( )−1B +D

{ . (9)

As noted in Section 3, only G(0) is needed to calculate the RGA
Λ, and Eq. (9) can be written as Eq. (10) after setting s to 0:

Δy � G 0( )Δu
G 0( ) � −CA−1B +D

{ . (10)

Theoretically, the most intuitive method of calculating G(0) is
based on the second expression in Eq. (10), which requires
developing the detailed state-space model of the complete system
to obtain matrices A, B, C, and D. However, these matrices are no
longer needed when G(0) is calculated, and there exists another
method wherein the calculation of matrices A, B, C, and D can
be avoided.

According to the first expression in Eq. (10), G(0) indicates the
relationship between the steady-state small disturbances in the input u
and output y. In other words, G(0) is essentially the steady-state
sensitivity matrix between [i*d, i

*
q]

T and [ud, uq]
T. Hence, G(0) can be

calculated based on the steady-state sensitivity analysis.
Four types of typical electrical components are considered in this

work: the MMC station, load, synchronous machine, and power grid
network. The steady-state characteristics of these components and the
complete system will be discussed separately. For simplicity, the
common xy reference frame is aligned with the V/f-controlled
MMC dq reference frame, and the derivations below are based on
the V/f-controlled MMC’s dq reference frame. The coordinate
transformation between the xy and dq frames is shown in
Supplementary Figure S7; it should be noted that the real and
imaginary parts in the current/voltage phasor correspond to the d-
and q-axis components of the current/voltage since the common xy
reference frame is already aligned with the V/f-controlled MMC’s dq
reference frame.

4.1 MMC station

For the scheme shown in Supplementary Figure S4, the
mathematical model of the MMC station plus current controller
is described by Eqs. (11, 12):

udiffd s( ) � ud s( ) − ωLiq s( ) + i*d s( ) − id s( )[ ] kp2 + ki2
s

( )
udiffq s( ) � uq s( ) + ωLid s( ) + i*q s( ) − iq s( )[ ] kp2 + ki2

s
( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
, (11)

id s( ) � udiffd s( ) − ud s( ) + ωLiq s( )[ ]/sL
iq s( ) � udiffq s( ) − uq s( ) − ωLid s( )[ ]/sL

⎧⎨⎩ , (12)

where kp2 and ki2 are the proportion and integral gains of the current
controller, respectively.

After substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (12),GMMC(s) can be derived as
in Eq. (13), and GMMC(0) is a 2 × 2 identity matrix. Therefore, the
steady-state sensitivity matrix between [i*d, i

*
q]

T and [ud, uq]
T becomes

the steady-state sensitivity matrix between [id, iq]
T and [ud, uq]

T.

GMMC s( ) �

skp2 + ki2
s2L + skp2 + ki2

0

0
skp2 + ki2

s2L + skp2 + ki2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (13)
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4.2 Load

Three types of load models are considered in this work: constant
impedance, constant current, and constant power loads. Suppose
that the voltage and current phasors of the load node are _Ul and _Il
(flowing out of the load), respectively; the steady-state
voltage–current characteristics of the constant impedance load
can be generalized as in Eq. (14):

_Il � −Yl
_Ul, (14)

where Yl (Yl = Gl + jBl) is the admittance of the load. Thus, the
steady-state voltage–current small-disturbance characteristics of the
constant impedance load is as follows:

ΔIld
ΔIlq[ ] � − Gl −Bl

Bl Gl
[ ] ΔUld

ΔUlq
[ ], (15)

where ΔIld and ΔIlq are the real and imaginary parts of vector Δ _Il,
respectively; ΔUld andΔUlq are the real and imaginary parts of vector
Δ _Ul, respectively.

For the constant current load, the steady-state voltage–current
small-disturbance characteristics are described by Eq. (16):

ΔIld
ΔIlq[ ] � 0

0
[ ]. (16)

For the constant power load, the steady-state active and reactive
powers can be calculated using Eq. (17), and the derived steady-state
voltage–current small-disturbance characteristics are given by
Eq. (18).

−Pl � UldIld + UlqIlq
−Ql � −UldIlq + UlqIld

{ , (17)

ΔIld
ΔIlq[ ] � − Uld Ulq

Ulq −Uld
[ ]−1

Ild Ilq
−Ilq Ild

[ ] ΔUld

ΔUlq
[ ]. (18)

4.3 Synchronous machine

Given the existence of the V/f-controlled MMC station (slack
bus), a synchronous machine can be treated as either the PQ or PV
bus in the steady-state analysis. Therefore, both the steady-state
active power and steady-state reactive power (or terminal voltage)
should be taken into account. The synchronous machine’s steady-
state electrical power Pg is approximately equal to its mechanical
power Pm provided the equivalent damping of the synchronous
machine is small enough. For synchronous generators, Pm has a
linear relationship with the rotor angular frequency as given in Eq.
(19), where Pm0, ω0, ωg, and Rd are the reference mechanical power,
rated rotor speed, steady-state rotor speed, and rotor speed-
governor speed droop coefficient, respectively. For synchronous
condensers, Pg is approximately equal to zero.

Pg � Pm � Pm0 + ω0 − ωg( )/Rd. (19)

Considering the frequency support from the V/f-controlled
MMC station, ωg is always equal to ω0 in the steady state, and
the synchronous machine’s steady-state electrical power remains

constant. Therefore, the small disturbance of the synchronous
machine’s steady-state active power is 0.

ΔPg � ΔPm0 � 0. (20)

Based on the above analysis, the steady-state voltage–current
small-disturbance characteristics in accordance with the active
power are derived as in Eq. (21), where the subscripts d and q
respectively mean the real and imaginary parts of the phasor in the
V/f-controlled MMC’s dq reference frame (also the d- and q-axis
components).

Ugd Ugq[ ] ΔIgd
ΔIgq[ ] � − Igd Igq[ ] ΔUgd

ΔUgq
[ ]. (21)

The next step involves modeling the steady-state
voltage–current small-disturbance characteristics based on the
reactive power (or terminal voltage). The first mode is the
constant reactive power control mode, where the synchronous
machine’s steady-state reactive power Qg is constant. The steady-
state voltage–current small-disturbance characteristics are as shown
in Eq. (22):

Ugq −Ugd[ ] ΔIgd
ΔIgq[ ] � Igq −Igd[ ] ΔUgd

ΔUgq
[ ]. (22)

The second mode is the constant terminal voltage control mode,
where the steady-state terminal voltageUg is constant. Equation (23)
gives the steady-state voltage–current small-disturbance
characteristics in this mode.

Ugd Ugq[ ] ΔUgd

ΔUgq
[ ] � 0. (23)

The third mode is the constant reactive power control mode,
where the steady-state reactive power Qg has a linear relationship
with the terminal voltage Ug, as shown in Eq. (24). The steady-state
voltage–current small-disturbance characteristics are described by
Eq. (25), where Qg0 and Kq represent the output reactive power
reference and terminal voltage output reactive power droop
coefficient.

Qg � Kq Ug0 − Ug( ) + Qg0, (24)

Ugq −Ugd[ ] ΔIgd
ΔIgq[ ] � Igq − KqUgd

Ug
−KqUgq

Ug
− Igd[ ] ΔUgd

ΔUgq
[ ].

(25)

4.4 Power grid network

The power grid network acts as a bridge to connect the
individual components and establish the relationship between idq
and udq. The steady-state analysis is based on the nodal voltage
equations of Eq. (26), where the power grid network is represented
by the nodal admittance matrix Y (= G + jB). By expanding Eq. (26)
into the real and imaginary parts, Eq. (27) can be derived.

I + ΔI( ) � Y U + ΔI( )
I � YU

{ , (26)
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ΔId � GΔUd − BΔUq

ΔIq � BΔUd + GΔUq
{ . (27)

In Eqs. (26, 27), I(=[ _I1, _I2,. . ., _In]T) and U(=[ _U1, _U2,. . ., _Un]T) are
the injecting current phasor vector and node voltage vector of the power
grid network, ΔI and ΔU are small disturbances in vectors I andU, ΔId
and ΔIq are the real and imaginary parts of the vector ΔI, and ΔUd and
ΔUq are the real and imaginary parts of the vector ΔU, respectively.

With the exception of the constant current load nodes and V/
f-controlled MMC station, suppose that there are k load nodes and r
synchronous machine nodes in the islanded network. By
rearranging Eq. (27) in the order of the V/f-controlled MMC
station, load, and synchronous machine nodes, Eq. (28) can be
derived. For compactness, the subscript “dq” indicates vectors
containing both the d-axis and q-axis components in the V/
f-controlled MMC station’s dq reference frame.

ΔI1dq
ΔIl1dq

..

.

ΔIlkdq
ΔIg1dq

..

.

ΔIgrdq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
Y11 Y12 Y13

Y21 Y22 Y23

Y31 Y32 Y33

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

ΔU1dq

ΔUl1dq

..

.

ΔUlkdq

ΔUg1dq

..

.

ΔUgrdq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (28)

For brevity, the load current and voltage small-disturbance vectors
are denoted by ΔILdq and ΔULdq, and the synchronous machine current
and voltage small-disturbance vectors are denoted by ΔIGdq andΔUGdq,
respectively. Then, Eq. (28) can be expanded into Eqs. (29–31).

ΔI1dq � Y11ΔU1dq + Y12ΔULdq + Y13ΔUGdq, (29)
ΔILdq � Y21ΔU1dq + Y22ΔULdq + Y23ΔUGdq, (30)
ΔIGdq � Y31ΔU1dq + Y32ΔULdq + Y33ΔUGdq. (31)

4.5 Steady-state sensitivity calculation

As noted in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, the relationships
between ΔILdq and ΔULdq as well as ΔIGdq and ΔUGdq can be
generalized in compact form as Eqs. (32, 33), respectively.

ΔILdq � EΔULdq, (32)
FΔIGdq � HΔUGdq + JΔI1dq + KΔU1dq. (33)

By substituting Eqs (32, 33) into Eqs (30, 31), ΔIGdq and ΔILdq
can be eliminated, and the vectors ΔUGdq and ΔULdq can be solved as
linear combinations of ΔU1dq and ΔIldq, as shown in Eq. (34):

ΔULdq � NΔI1dq +WΔU1dq

ΔUGdq � M−1JΔI1dq +M−1LΔU1dq
{ , (34)

where

L � K − FY31 + FY32 Y22 − E( )−1Y21

M � FY33 −H − FY32 Y22 − E( )−1Y23

N � E − Y22( )−1Y23M
−1J

W � E − Y22( )−1 Y21 + Y23M
−1L( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ . (35)

Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (29), the steady-state
characteristics between ΔIldq and ΔU1dq can be derived as Eq.
(36), where I is the identity matrix. Thus, the matrix G(0) (also
the steady-state sensitivity matrix) can be calculated using Eq. (37).

I − Y12N − Y13M
−1J( )ΔI1dq � Y11 + Y12W + Y13M

−1L( )ΔU1dq,

(36)
G 0( ) � Y11 + Y12W + Y13M

−1L( )−1 I − Y12N − Y13M
−1J( ). (37)

5 Case studies

5.1 Description of the test case

The test case is shown in Supplementary Figure S8, where the
power load in the islanded network is supplied by an MMC station
and an AC tie line. When the AC tie line L1 is tripped, there is a need
for control-mode switching (PQ to V/f mode) in the MMC station.
GC in Supplementary Figure S8 represents a synchronous
condenser. The parameters of this system are listed in Table 1. In
this case, the constant impedance load model is adopted, and the
synchronous condenser regulates the terminal voltage (20 kV side)
at 1.0 p.u. The PCC voltage and frequency that are regulated by the
MMC station in the V/f mode are set as 1.0 p.u. and 50 Hz,
respectively. Before disconnection of AC tie line L1, both the
active and reactive powers of the MMC station are both set to 0.

5.2 Input–output pairing based on RGA

First, the RGA Λ is calculated for different operating conditions
with the load power restricted within 100 MVA, and the calculated
elements of Λ are plotted in Supplementary Figure S9. It is observed
that the default u*d − i*d and u*q − i*q pairing of Scheme 1 has certain
areas where the elements of Λ can be equal to 1, but these areas are
very small. Thus, this pairing is only effective for very limited
operating conditions. In contrast, the u*d − i*q and u*q − i*d pairing
of Scheme 2 can achieve values of the elements of Λ equal to 1 in
most areas, meaning that it is effective for most operating conditions
and is therefore more reasonable.

The voltage controller for Scheme 2 is depicted in
Supplementary Figure S10. To demonstrate the advantages of
Scheme 2, simulation comparisons are performed between the
two pairing schemes under two typical operating scenarios
wherein the load is set to 80 MW + j50 MVar. Accordingly, an
electromagnetic transient model of the system in Supplementary
Figure S8 was built in the time-domain simulation software
PSCAD/EMTDC.

5.3 Control switching from PQ to V/f modes

Before 1.0 s, the island is connected to the external system, and
the MMC station operates in the PQ mode in which both the active
and reactive powers are 0. At 1.0 s, the island is disconnected from
the external system by tripping the AC tie line L1, and the MMC
station switches to the V/f control mode at 1.05 s. The system
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response characteristics for the two input–output pairing schemes
for the outer loop are plotted in Supplementary Figures S11, S12.

As seen from Supplementary Figures S11, S12, Scheme 2 is stable
during control-mode switching while Scheme 1 loses stability. After
the AC tie line is tripped, the rotor speed of GC decreases because the
active power absorbed by the load is supplied by the rotor kinetic
energy; at the same time, the PCC voltage decreases. When the
MMC station switches to the V/f control mode, the system shows
different dynamics for the two pairing schemes.

From the perspective of active power and frequency, since the
steady-state frequency is set to the rated frequency, the active power
of the MMC station should increase to accelerate the rotor and
supply the load. From the perspective of reactive power and voltage,
the MMC station should increase the output reactive power
immediately after the 1.05 s mark since the steady-state PCC
voltage is larger than the voltage during the 1.0–1.05 s period.

For Scheme 2, it is seen in Supplementary Figure S11 that the
active and reactive powers of the MMC station generally increase
during the 1.05–1.5 s period, which coincides with the active and
reactive power demand mentioned above. For Scheme 1 shown in
Supplementary Figure S12, as the d-axis and q-axis voltages are
smaller than their reference values shortly after 1.05 s, both the
q-axis and d-axis currents increase as shown in Supplementary
Figure S12B. The increase in the d-axis current means increase in
active power, which meets the MMC active power increase demand.
However, the increase in q-axis current decreases the MMC station
reactive power and conflicts with its increased demand. Thus, the

reactive power is insufficient in this system, and the voltage collapse
occurs as shown in Supplementary Figure S12C. The system is
therefore unstable with Scheme 1. The advantage of the u*d − i*q and
u*q − i*d pairing of Scheme 2 in the control-mode switching scenario
is thus proved.

5.4 Load step-change scenario

In this scenario, the AC tie line is assumed to be switched off, and
the MMC station operates in the V/f control mode. Before 1.0 s, the
islanded system already enters steady state. At 1.0 s, an equivalent
35 MVar of reactive power load is tripped, and the system response
characteristics for the two input–output pairing schemes for the outer
loop are shown in Supplementary Figures S13, S14.

According to Supplementary Figures S13, S14, since the
equivalent reactive power load is tripped, the reactive power
output from the MMC station should also decrease to achieve
balance. For Scheme 2, the system quickly reaches a steady state
without any large oscillations in the process. However, the system is
unstable with Scheme 1. Therefore, the simulation results prove the
advantage of the u*d − i*q and u

*
q − i*d pairing of Scheme 2 for the load

step-change scenario.

5.5 PCC AC fault in the islanded mode

In this case, the AC tie line is assumed to be switched off, and the
MMC station operates in the V/f control mode. Before 1.0 s, the
islanded system already enters steady state. At 1.0 s, a solid three-
phase-to-ground fault occurs at the PCC bus and is cleared 100 ms
later. The system response characteristics of the two input–output
pairing schemes for the outer loop are shown in Supplementary
Figures S15, S16. During PCC AC fault, the PCC voltage decreases,
and the PCC voltage and rotor speed decrease at the same time.
When the fault is cleared, the active power of the MMC station
increases to accelerate the rotor speed, and the reactive power of the
MMC station should also increase to supply the load.

For Scheme 2, it is seen in Supplementary Figure S15 that the
active and reactive powers of the MMC station increase when the
fault is cleared, coinciding with the active and reactive power
demand mentioned above. However, the system is unstable with
Scheme 1. In Supplementary Figure S16, the reactive power
continues decreasing to negative when the fault is cleared (during
1.1–1.4 s) regardless of the fact that the q-axis voltage keeps
decreasing. The positive feedback between the reactive power and
q-axis voltage deteriorates the voltage stability, and the voltage
collapse at approximately 1.4 s is seen in Supplementary Figure
S16. Therefore, the simulation results prove the advantage of the
u*d − i*q and u

*
q − i*d pairing of Scheme 2 in the PCCAC fault scenario.

6 Conclusion

This study presents and discusses the variable pairing scheme for
the voltage controller of the grid-forming MMC in an islanded
network with a synchronous machine based on V/f control. The
conclusions of this work are summarized as follows:

TABLE 1 System parameters of the islanded network supply scenario.

Item Value

MMC station

Transformer ratio/kV 110/208

Transformer capacity/MVA 120

Transformer leakage reactance/p.u. 0.14

Rated DC voltage/kV ±200

Submodules (SMs) 236

SM capacitance/μF 1967

Arm reactance/mH 135

MMC rated power/MW 100

Load

Transformer ratio/kV 110/35

Transformer capacity/MVA 100

Transformer leakage reactance/p.u. 0.1

Synchronous condenser

Rated capacity/MVA 200

Transformer ratio/kV 110/20

Transformer leakage reactance/p.u. 0.11

xd
’’(=xq

’’) 0.111 xd
’ 0.165 xq

’ 0.317

xd 1.53 xq 1.48 H 1.495
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1) Based on steady-state sensitivity analysis, the analytical
expression for calculating the RGA is derived, and the RGA
elements corresponding to the u*d − i*q and u*q − i*d pairing
scheme are closer to 1 than those of the u*d − i*d and u*q − i*q
pairing scheme, indicating that the u*d − i*q and u*q − i*d pairing
scheme is more reasonable for the voltage controller.

2) The feasibility and advantages of the u*d − i*q and u
*
q − i*d pairing

scheme are verified through time-domain simulations. The
simulation results demonstrate that the u*d − i*d and u*q − i*q
pairing scheme loses stability in typical scenarios, whereas the
u*d − i*q and u*q − i*d pairing scheme operates stably.
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Nomenclature

N Number of submodules

k Denotes phase (a, b, c)

E∠δ Thevenin equivalent voltage of the connected AC
network

Zs(=Rs + jXs) Thevenin equivalent impedance of the connected AC
network

U∠0 Voltage at PCC.

Ps + jQs Output power of the MMC station

LT Transformer leakage inductance

θ Phase angle signal

ω0 Rated angular frequency

TJ Time constant of the PSL.

DJ Damping coefficient of the PSL.

ud/uq d-/q-axis Components of the PCC voltage

id/iq d-/q-axis Components of the MMC output current

udif f d* /udif f q* d-/q-axis Reference signals of the MMC differential-mode voltage

i*d/ i
*
q d-/q-axis Inputs to the current controller

udiffd and udiffq d- and
q-axis

Components of the MMC differential-mode voltage

α Impedance angle of the connected AC network

Ggrid(s) Denotes the connected AC system in the block diagram

Gv(s) Denotes voltage controller in the block diagram

GMMC(s) Denotes MMC station plus current controller in the
block diagram

G(s) Denotes a two-input two-output system

λij Relative gain between the jth input and ith output

Λ RGA

uin_j j-th System input

yout_i i-th System output

x State variables of the system

y System output

u System input

A, B, C, D Coefficient matrices

kp2/ki2 Proportional/integral gains of the current controller

_Ul/ _Il Voltage/current phasors of the load node

Yl Admittance of the load

Pg/Pm Steady-state electrical/mechanical powers of the
synchronous machine

Pm0 Reference mechanical power

Rd Rotor speed-governor speed droop coefficient

Qg Steady-state reactive power of the synchronous machine

Ug Steady-state terminal voltage of the synchronous
machine

Qg0 Output reactive power reference

Kq Terminal voltage-output reactive power droop
coefficient

Y Nodal admittance matrix

I Injecting the current phasor vector of the power grid
network

U Node voltage vector of the power grid network

ΔILdq/ΔULdq Load current/voltage small-disturbance vectors

ΔIGdq and ΔUGdq Synchronous machine current/voltage small-disturbance
vectors
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